DATASHEET MODEL QUATTRO 1.0
The Pneumix P.A.I.S standard unit for catalyst and additive feed allows transfer from existing
storage hoppers to the regenerator.
The Quattro models have been design to provide a solution to add catalysts and multiple additive with the same loader.

For specification of the base unit models see datasheet C and XL units.
The Quattro 1.0 loaders are ideal to install in situations where height is restricted. So the main
base unit should be used for the catalyst feed and up to 3 different additives can be blended
additionally.
The support frames will handle tote bins (flowbins) of different sizes. The outlet of these bin
should be straight down and modified to be used with camlock coupling. So simply put the
additive bins on the support frame, connect coupling and operator can type in the re-quired
addition rate/day.
PREFERRED SUPPLIER FOR

Operation is VERY simple. Just give in required daily addition rate and kg per shot for
the catalyst. Than enter the daily rate for each additive (connected) . The computer will calculate
the injections and make sure the catalyst and addi-tive is evenly injected during the 24 hour.
When additive bin is empty a warning is given but unit will continue with other ingredients. In
display of terminal is displayed which in-gredient is empty. (see picture)
Common plant problems such as pressure failure , blocked FCC lines , filling line problems are
included in software and will be self-adjusted as much as possible.

DATASHEET MODEL QUATTRO 2.0
The Pneumix P.A.I.S standard unit for catalyst and additive feed allows transfer from existing
storage hoppers to the regenerator.
The Quattro models have been design to provide a solution to add catalysts and multiple
additive with the same loader.

For specification of the base unit models, see datasheet C and XL units.
The Quattro 2.0 loaders are ideal to install in situations additives are supplied in various ways
such as, drums, big bags, tote (flow) bins.
So the main base unit should be used for the catalyst feed and up to 3 different additives can be
blended additionally.
This model is also a modular set up. Over the base unit, a top frame will be erected which
consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacuum type mini hoppers (2m3)
Vacuum producer (air driven)
Automatically cleaned vacuum / exhaust filter
Galvanised frame with caged ladder safety railings.
All necessary valves for simply filling of hoppers
Optional – weigh indication hoppers

Of course, all necessary safety features required for use on refinery plant.
PREFERRED SUPPLIER FOR

Operation is VERY simple. Just give in required daily addition rate and kg per shot for the
catalyst.Than enter the daily rate for each additive (connected) . The computer will calculate the
injections and make sure the catalyst and addi-tive is evenly injected during the 24 hour.
When an additive hopper is empty a warning is given but unit will continue with other
ingredients. In the display of terminal is displayed which ingredient is empty. (see picture)
Common plant problems such as pressure failure , blocked FCC lines , filling line problems are
included in software and will be self-adjusted as much as possible.

